


Expertise ensures long service life.

  Excellent lubricating effect for reduced bearing wear

 Very good adhesion even at elevated temperatures

  Highly effective protection against wear prolongs service 
life of the entire bearing

Proven dependability.

  Special BPW brake disc alloy ensures good durability

  Heat dissipation optimised by enlarged disc surface area

  Perfect pairing of brake discs and pads

Genuine BPW air bags

BPW DISC BRAKES BPW DRUM BRAKES BPW ANTI-FRICTION BEARING GREASE

Insist on the quality benefits of genuine BPW spare parts.

Other BPW products with which our spare parts are 
perfectly aligned:

Only the original is 
genuinely the best.

BPW air bags are tailored exactly to the needs of BPW running 
gear as regards load capacity, required installation space and 
spring characteristics. Patented pistons made from a high-
strength plastic not only optimise the weight of the BPW air 
bags, but also enable them to withstand extreme loads.

Many air bag suppliers offer pistons with other load capacities 
and spring characteristics because they are unfamiliar with 
the original specification. Investigations have shown that 
non-genuine products can fail upon exposure to high loads. 
Such occurrences can give rise to unscheduled repairs and 
vehicle downtimes that erode the cost benefits of non-genuine 
parts. Save yourself unnecessary annoyance and costs. Insist 
on genuine BPW air bags – you know you can trust in the 
reliability, durability and economy of BPW.

Genuine BPW quality should always be the first choice.

Safe in every situation.

  Brake lining wear indicator

 Wearing edge on brake drum

  Perfect friction pairing of brake drums and linings

  Material quality absolutely identical 
to that of the OE parts

  Modular spare parts system and use of 
rustproof pistons for ease of maintenance 
and economy

   Designed for maximum loading 
according to BPW specification

  Operating temperature from -35° C to +80° C 
and very high ozone resistance for reliable 
operation in extreme conditions

  Perfect fit and simple installation 
ensures short downtimes

  Long service life, verified according 
to BPW test specification – for low 
life-cycle costs
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